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Turning Albania into the most open, transparent
and growth oriented economy of the Balkans

Full support for VAT reform, enforcement of tax compliance, property tax collection but the flat tax of 10% is the right system for Albania

Save the 10%Flat Tax!

27 reform proposals to save the flat tax, stabilise
public finances and focus on jobs, growth and
prosperity with openness and free market reforms
Albania has a new government and hopes
are high for reforms under the new leadership. There can be no more business as
usual, in old Albania way of informality and
muddling through in the grey area. ETR has
developed a reform concept of 27 concrete
proposals how to stabilise the public finances and save the flat tax of 10% for income
and corporate tax. This is a vital tool to
decrease informality and attract more tax
compliance in Albania, still the most informal economy in the Balkans. The way is to
use the best tools and reforms implemented in the Balkans and apply them here with
a strong focus on freedom and entreprenereurship, EU compliance, liberalisation and
phasing out of public subsidies and charge

cost reflective prices for public services in
Albania. Cost reflective prices are key for
quality of services and this is as well the
reason why many things do not work in Albania. If you do not pay or significayly less
then production prices for elecricity, water,
waste collection and treatment, road usage and property administration, it is not
surprising that these services are not working and are provided late, never or in bad
quality. This has to change. ETR is calling
on the new leadership to stop the times of
economic populism with free for alll and get
nothing but have the courage to raise the
prices, and enforce collection and support
just the poorest strata of the society. Please
find the 27 refroms inside this publication.

Babara Kolm, President of Austrian
Economics Center

Gunther Fehlinger, Chairman of
Europeans for Tax Reform

Free Market Road Show 2014

Liberty on the move, a major success for Free Markets

By Dr. Barbara Kolm
The Austrian Economics Center (AEC),
in cooperation with over 40 leading
think-tanks and universities across Europe and the Caucasus, and in association with international partners such
as Global Philanthropic Trust, Liberty
Fund, FreedomWorks, European Students for Liberty and the F.A. v. Hayek
Institut, are proud to present the 7th Annual Free Market Road Show®
The focus in 2014 is the European crisis and free market solutions for coping
with the effects and how to create jobs,
growth and prosperity again in Europe
and beyond. As F.A. v. Hayek has said
“Emergencies have always been the
pretext on which the safeguards of individual liberty have been eroded” so
liberty and especially economic liberty
is again under threat from high debts,
inflation high unemployment.
This year’s topic focuses on: To save
or not to save: Will austerity programs
alone save Europe?
Some observers think austerity programs and extended credit lines will
solve the Euro-zone crisis. The implementation of the European Stability
Mechanism, for example, has seemed
like an ideal solution to some people;
but others think it will lead to an even
worse crisis and a loss of national sovereignty. The consequences of this
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would be incalculable.
Unfortunately, recent efforts to save
Europe have done little to remedy the
situation. The EU has tried to fight the
consequences of the financial crisis by
attempting to harmonize the fiscal policies of its member states and unifying
the most diverse continent on Earth
into a stronger political union. In fact,
the lack of a real growth focus among
European leaders despite the need for
urgent structural reforms may be contributing to the creation of a negative
downwards spiral that could severely
damage Europe — and affect future
generations for years to come.
Have European leaders forgotten that
Europe’s strength lies in its diversity?
Do they not realize that Europe’s former economic dynamism depended
on freedom and high educational standards? What kind of Europe do EU
leaders think they are creating with every attempt to coordinate, harmonize
and unify the policies of its member
states?
Europe needs to be reinvented. It
needs to stop focusing solely on shortterm damage control and look beyond
the current crisis — and start thinking
long-term about how best to manage
its resources and implement real structural reforms.
The Free Market Road Show® has
many highlights and I am especially
glad to have come back to Pristina,
Kosovo for the second time.
At times of economic turmoil it is more
important than ever to spread free market ideas and to provide alternative solutions to countries that have the opportunity and the potential to leapfrog from
poverty to prosperity and growth.
It is a special pleasure, that our Georgian friend Gia Jandieri has joined the
tour for this Southern Balkans leg since
the Georgian model can be seen as
a role model and consequently, is especially relevant for the Southern Bal-

kan countries. Within ten years of free
market reforms Georgia turned itself
into a shining example of what can be
achieved. This could be the future of
the Balkans, too! Whatever support can
be brought from our side,we are happy
to deliver.
We are looking forward to coming back
to discuss best practices and examples
of reforms based on the unique treasures of the Austrian School of Economics thought. The consequences of
the reforms will certainly lead to more
investment and faster integration of the
Balkans and clearly contribute to more
individual liberty and growth.
Dr. Barbara Kolm
Executive Director
Free Market Road Show®
www.austriancenter.com

By Gunther Fehrlinger
Open Markets for Open Albania
Austrian Economics Reform Package
for Albania 2013 to 2017
27 concrete action items for a successful transformation into a European Albania - the Open Markets for an
Open Albania Agenda
1. Focus on growth and not on redistribution
Growth is key for Albania. Growth makes
the cake bigger and more for everybody.
Growth produces jobs, prosperity, and then
revenue which allows improving the situation in Albania. The task here is enormous
given the historic tragic legacy of communism and the difficult decade of transition. After a decade of reconstruction and
infrastructure it is now about EU integration, with accession of Albania to ultimate
objective and the great target. But this is
by no way automatic. Speed and progress
will depend on economic political development here and the key for all is, if there can
be growth rates high enough to bring this
economy towards EU standards. The more
successful Albania is the faster EU accession
is possible. A poor and desperate Albania
will be 30 years and more from EU accession. A prosperous and successful country
might choice Europe faster and European
will be at ease to accept it as peer. The key
is growth and we want to propose an Agenda 2020 for Growth and Prosperity for Albania. The focus is to improve competitiveness and develop a open and transparent

country open and ready for Albanian and
International business. We belief in a open
country where foreigner choice to life and
work and a country which can offer its Diaspora a good place to return from Greece
and Italy and to invest and contribute to the
development here with capital, skills and
technology. This is the Albania we propose
and this is the platform for an open Albania
based on free, fair and open markets and
market mechanisms to allocate resources.
Growth is a result of conditions attracting
capital, skills and creativity and allows them
to compete on fair and clear terms for consumer spending. Growth is a result of good
government policy evenly allowing access
to natural resources and ensure the commitments are kept and rules are enforces
for all. Growth is based on political restraint
to allow freedom for private business and
not the state or political backed crownies
dominating all sectors of economic and social activities. Growth is basically depending restraint of government and politicians
to do what they should, lead and inspire
and refrain of meddling in their populations
business in arbitrary manner with short
terms ambitious for themselves, their families and circles around them. Yes this can
be done in Albania as it has been done in all
EU accession countries, and in Georgia as
a possible role model for Albania and many
other places around the world. But the focus has to be on making the cake bigger.
2. Keep the flat tax at 10%
The flat tax has been a central element and
reason for investors to come to Albania in
the last years. Simple and low tax rates and
attract and keep foreign investors in Albania. Albania has to be competitive to its
regional peers like Macedonia, Kosovo and

Montenegro and is facing stiff competition
on regional and global basis. Albania should
work hard to keep the existing investors in
Albania and to attract further investors to
bring capital, technology, skills and service
quality to Albania but think twice of any
measure reducing the attractiveness of doing business in Albania. The business case
of all investments here is made on the basis
of the current tax system and to change it
after every election is the contrary to predictability and reliability which are the key
issues for international investments. Please
see www.flattax-europe.eu and please join
www.facebook.com/SaveTheFlatTaxInAlbania
3. Introduce a Funded pension system
with individual accounts
Introduce a funded pension system based
on individual retirement accounts like in
Kosovo 5 Percent both for employers and
employees like in Kosovo. www.trusti.org
The current system is a major worry for the
current budget and as well an ever growing
future liability. The Kosovo system is first
class and should be copied. Transition costs
have to be covered from the state budget.
Current pension have to be put on a slow to
zero growth trajectory.
4. Stabilize public finances
For the development of Albania in the coming years it is central to stabilise the public
finances. First priority will be to have a clear
assessment of the situation and improve
transparency and accountability in this vital
sector. Second priority will be to negotiate
with the IFI and the donor community for

...continue to p. 6
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Free Trade for Balkan Benelux
It is time for Balkan Benelux, now!
By Gunther Fehlinger
The current global crisis has reached
the southern Balkans at a very unfortunate moment just at the end of the first
decade of reconstruction and statehood. Now in the 6th year of the crisis
public, companies and family reserves
are reaching a new low. The modest
achievements in savings and wealth
accumulated in the reconstruction decade are reaching their limit. Many built
in buffers in countries, companies and
families used to hard time and deep crisis being a reality for the last decades
reach their end. Greece and Italia as
main partners continue to be far from
their past strength and motor of development of the region. One of the remedies for the southern Balkans is stronger regional economic integration and
new export markets within the region.
Albania, Macedonia, Kosovo and Montenegro will benefit from closer cooperation and the international community
should actively encourage and support
such integration efforts. The main strategic objective of the Balkan Benelux
project is to create a market of 8 ME
with free movement of goods, services,
capital and people. Much faster than
an eventual EU Membership, obviously the ultimate goal of all southern

Balkans countries, such a new partnership will bring these countries together
and so allow them to create a joint economic dynamic and a growth agenda
missing up to now. The countries need
economic growth now and have no
time too loose. Growth is necessary to
create jobs, prosperity and living conditions to keep the people here in the region by creating the conditions for sustainable economic growth and ensuring
the ambitious EU Integration agenda
can be realized. All 4 countries will only
be member of the EU in foreseeable future if they are seen as a success story
in Brussels and the EU member states
capitals. Successfully cooperating
within the region will lead first to better
economic conditions and will as well be
a contribution to convince the EU that
the region is mature and ready for the
EU. Possible role models for such cooperation might be the Benelux, Visegrad and Northern Council cooperation
in other parts of the EU. Please find
www.benelux.int, www.visegradgroup.
org and www.norden.org
Create Balkan Benelux - a region focused on growth
At the conference on the 19th of September we discuss the fundamental

It is time for Balkan Benelux!
reasons and key factors for determining future growth of the southern Balkans. Do we have the stay the poorest region of Europe and live mainly
of labor export and remittances of the
diaspora and foreign aid and international transfers and from mineral, petrol
and scrap export? Is this a economic
reality for the next decades or can the

Open Market for Balkan Benelux, Free Trade Now, Adri Nurellari and Barbara Kolm opening the conference
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Ilva Tare and Bojana Boskovic

Media Coverage after the event

Deputy Minister Boskovic, MNE

southern Balkans learn from the success models of the Baltics, central Europe, the Caucasus or some parts of
Asia and the Middle East and kick start
growth and attract much larger levels of
investment, create jobs for the younger
generation and ultimately as well attract the diaspora to come back to what
is one of the lowest populated region
in Europe. Our approach to turning
the Southern Balkans countries into a
successful Balkan Benelux region are
clear free market solutions based on
Austrian Economics as outlined in this
conference. Turning the poorest region
of Europe into the most competitive,
open, and growing region of Europe as
a model for Greece, the Balkans and all
of Europe might be a far call but we are
convinced it can be achieved. Western
and Southern Europe are still slow to
reform towards more open and free
markets and lower and best flat taxes
which would liberate the creative and
productive energy of the Europeans.
Some countries even go to the opposite
extreme and do about everything wrong
in terms of taxation, growth and economic freedom and try to impose their
economic vision and rigidities via Brus-

sels towards all of Europe including the
more successful and dynamic growing
part of Europe in the center and east of
Europe. These dramatic developments
must be addressed and all supporters
of reform should work closely together to ensure progress on the freedom
agenda in Western Europe. Given the
vested interest and lack of strong free
market focused leadership this might
be a long and difficult struggle and this
is the reason for the proposal to develop a special focus on the southern Balkans countries Montenegro, Kosovo,
Macedonia and Albania. Here the freedom agenda is attractive and leaders
some by conviction, some often simple
by the lack of public finances to copy
western European welfare systems
are ready to listen and implement and
agenda based on freedom and growth.
To realize this vision the AGREEI,
www.agreei.org the Action Group for
Economic and European Integration is
proposing to develop Balkan Benelux,
a common market of 8 Million people
based on the Benelux and Visegrad
models in Western and Central Europe.
Creating such a common market now
and not once all countries have joined

the EU eventually will increase volume,
overcome borders and attract more investors and the region with its flat tax
system of 10% and its great harbors
of Bar, Durres and Vlora can will serve
as a excellent new European hub and
cheap manufacturing and logistic hubs
bases for trade with China, India and
the rest of the world with easy access
to the Italian, German and Eastern European markets.

Minister for Trade Arben Ahmetaj

Free Trade Now

A clear no to Protectionism

Towards a common market of the
southern Balkans open to the world
To quote Roland Reagan in Berlin at his
famous speech in 1985 it is now time
to tear down these borders and open
this new countries to intra and extra regional trade and to the world and maybe as Mark Klugmann has formulated
this region of the Balkan Benelux can
contribute to the success of Europe in a
significant manner if it can develop into
the Pearl River Delta of Europe and
attract investment, labor, capital and
innovation in a similar model like the
same size region around Hong Kong.
Protect us from Protectionism
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...continue from p. 3
support and further financing. Then it will
be necessary to provide working solutions
to raise more revenues and cut spending.
Given the major needs in the area of infrastructure and the low level of compli-

like electricity, waste collection and water
supply and there is no budget or donor or
benefactor to subsidies such services anymore.
5. Reform VAT system in Albania
The current status of VAT law and implementation is deeply unsatisfactorily. The legal basis, the implementation and the payment delays are hurting cash flow, liquidity
and the business case of doing business in
Albania. In principle the system of VAT collected at the border has to be stopped as
it is one of the prime reasons for the lack
of development in Albania. It is a subsidy
for the import industry and the government
and transfers all the collection risk to the
business. VAT should be only collected at
the point of sales and this should be fully
monitored to avoid fiscal evasion and unfair
competition. VAT reimbursement should be

infrastructure projects like the Kalimash
and Elbasan tunnel. A key focus should be
given on the maintenance of the existing
motorway system and as well on the development for the further infrastructure in
line with the revenue of the new company.
Fokus has to be on completion of existing projects and planned and separately
financed projects have to be the priority.
Further expansion has to be under review
and be based on traffic projections and revenue capacities of the new state motorway
company. A new focus should be put on
road safety and the reduction of accidents
with their related costs in human and financial terms and a National Road Safety
Council should be supported based on the
www.kfv.at model. It is as well recommended to introduce a concession of the
administration of the number plates from
the state to the Albanian insurance system
and introduce clear supervision of this vital sector for Albania. The role model
is the Austrian concession of vehicle
registration towards the Austrian Insurance Association www.vvo.at

ance with the tax system we recommend
keep the flat tax on income, personal and
corporate but to introduce fees and cost
reflective prices of key public services like
usage of motor ways, adjust the electricity price for end consumer, develop a working property tax system , raise and collect
and implement fully the water and waste
water and waste collection, fight fiscal
evasion and fraud in the petrol and pharmaceutical sector, reduce informality
by implementing fully the e-cashiers,
introduce fees for public hospitals
and universities and end the everything for free populism which has led
to this situation. The worry is that
7. Cost reflective prices in enerthe contrary will happen. Tax the rich
gy, water and public services
populism will result in higher taxation
mainly for the international managThe Albanian authorities should fulfill
ers and the educated salaried upper
their commitment under the Euromiddle class , small enough as it is,
pean Energy Community treaty www.
who will be the only ones complying
energy-community.org to fully liberalwith progressivity of taxation. Most
ize and to gradually but significantly
Albanian business will return to the Mark Crawford, Chairman of Amcham Albania raise end consumer prices for enenvelop cash payments. And the inergy and move towards cost reflecternational businesses will offset it with sal- swift and immediate. Albania should follow tive prices for public services and utilities
ary increases which will be calculated into and completely adopt EU VAT standards. like waste, water and electricity. As this are
price increases handed on the consumers. http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/tax- sensitive areas for the Albanian consumers
It is a basically useless excercise in a coun- ation/vat/how_vat_works/
and this will have to be accompanied by the
try which just introdcue income tax declaintroduction of means tested social benefits
ration in 2011. The public finances have to 6. Reorganize Road and Transport and support systems for the most fragile of
be stabilized by slashing spending on road policy on the Austria Model
the Albanian consumers. In this the Gerconstruction and creating new revenues
man efforts of social reform called Harz IV
streams for specific unavoidable services at
might be a role model to allow the right
full costs which have to be collected with
mix of social support and incentive to rerigidity. This will be unpopular but will start
main active in the labor market. The reform
to make Albania work as suddenly there Austria has established a state owned com- of moving prices in key utilities towards
will be a working business and collection pany to build and maintain it motorway prices reflectivity will be political challengsystems model behind water, roads, park- system called ASFINAG www.asfinag.at ing in key areas like electricity water, waste,
ing electricity, waste, canalization, building and we recommend developing the same waste water, road and parking tolling fees.
maintenances, etc. Is there any country in system and transferring the national high- Despite the political issues attached it is
Europe where you do not have to pay for way system to a new state owned com- clear that given the competitive tax system
all these services ? No and that is as well pany. This company should be allowed to there is no fiscal space to continue to heavthe reason why they are provided, not mat- charge a general fee based on the Austrian ily subsidies the public with such services
ter from public or private side but there is vignette model for the usage of the high- and at the same time making private inno free lunch and for sure no free services way system and separate tolling for key vestments into this key sectors unfeasible
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due to lack of reasonable return and often
as well lack of basis collection services for
such services. Such collection systems and
gradual price adjustments to market levels
have to be phased in accordingly but have
to reach cost and investment reflecting levels until 2020. This principle has to apply
to all sectors of public services no matter
if provided by private concessionaires or

public authorities. The priority of the next
decade will be still to close the infrastructure gap with Albania’s regional peers and
despite major and successful efforts the
task is of historic dimension and infrastructure, both in building and maintaining has
its costs and the users of it have to pay
the costs reflective prices for such major
investments. Both SMEs and consumers
will face higher prices but will receive
reliable energy supply and public services and this is essential for business
planning and investment decisions.

status of the companies, liabilities and risks
both technical and environmental it will be
hard to hand over the full responsibility to
the private sector. By allowing gradually
private capital in and corporate governance
to be applied so both companies might be
ready for further privatizations once this is
political opportune and necessary from a
public finances perspective and in the right
circumstances on the financial markets. At
current status quo a 49% IPO is the best
to be achieved for both cases resulting in
decent revenue for the public finances and
improving the management of these 2 central state companies and putting Albania
on a more trustworthy path towards the
international capital markets. Please see
www.verbund.com and www.omv.at for
the 2 Austrian references which are both

8. Partly privatization of KESH
via Austrian Model, same for Albpetrol
A key issue for Albania is and stays
energy and the necessity to produce
more energy. Key for this is the success of KESH, the major producer of
energy long the Drin river cascade,
which is currently still owned 100%
by the GoA. Austria has done a difSelami Xhepa, Leading free market thinker,
ferent way with the 49% floating of
its major former fully state owned
energy company VERBUND. A possible way now very successful and central companies
for Albania would be to follow the Austrian for the Austrian stock exchange. The same
model and float make an IPO of KESH dur- model can be applied to Albpetrol, the Aling the next mandate and either via kick banian Post, INSIG and the Port of Durres.
starting the dormant Tirana Stock Exchange
with such a major issue of KESH shares or 9. Clean up the petrol market
floating it on the London or Toronto or Vienna exchanges under the framework of the This is the most dramatic and most abused
Albanian stock exchange window on these sector in Albania. That is why recently there
liquid markets. This would transform KESH has developed an open Platform for a Clean
into a real corporation, remove it from politi- Petrol Sector in Albania. The signatories ask
cal influence and ensure major investments for the support: Please allow us to draw
like the Upper Drin Skavica project can be your kind attention on the issue concerndone by KESH itself instead of a concession ing the fuel, petrol and lubricant standards
which make it more feasible and realistic. in Albania today. We are deeply concerned
The same model should be used as well for by the fact that today the petrol market in
Albpetrol. For both cases given the current Albania is dominated by low quality fuel,

often sold in informal circumstances and
the lack of inspection and quality standards
obligatory and required in Albania on its
way to the European Union. This leads to
negative effects on the environment and
on the public health situation of all citizens
and residents in Albania alike. This leads as
well to a loss in quality of life in this beautiful country of Albania. This leads as well
to major economic damages for both the
public health system as well for the individual consumer as low quality fuel and lubricants effect the performance of cars, the
fuel efficiency and the service requirements
especially of diesel run cars in Albania. This
as well lead the effect that many European
car imports do not bring their latest models
to Albania due to consumer complaints due
to the wide spread use of low quality fuel
in this country. Low quality standards of lubricants often imported in informal circumstances and sold on the grey market lead to
malfunction of machinery and construction
work vehicles causing major economic harm for many businesses. Such informality and neglect of due controls
in import, production and retail lead
to major negative effect and so well
to major fiscal losses and evasion to
the detriment of the taxpayer and the
public budget. Informality is no social
policy. Consumers are paying a heavy
medium and long term price for such
sad market conditions and should be
strongly protected from the costs of
such low and regretful standards in
the fuel and petrol market in Albania.
Macedonia has done it. Montenegro
CIT as well and as well Kosovo citizens
has today better and cleaner fuel
than Albanians. This is regretful and
we ask for your leadership to change this.
Petrol stations which sell low quality fuel
and accept no credit cards are as well no
reference for the international visitor coming here as investor and tourist. This has to
stop. The international transport and logistics industry more and more uses Durres
as a port for the southern Balkans now the
road infrastructure has developed impressively in the last years and now the fuel,
lubricants and payment infrastructure has
to catch up to make Albania a hub for the
region. We call on the authorities to inter-
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vene and call on your leadership to outline
your strategy for the next mandate 2013 to
2017 to bring the fuel, petrol and lubricants
market to European standards and protect
the consumers and the public health from
the negative consequences of the present
unsustainable status quo. We as an open
platform of Albanian and International petrol and fuel companies active in Albania,
together with leading business associations
and consumer groups call on the Albanian
leaders to support this platform during the
elections and ensure Albania implements
European standards in this key sector during the next mandate.
Albanians deserve fresh air and cleaner fuel
is essential to this. From the side of the industry and business we are committed to
improve the situation and will contribute
strongly to this common effort for a cleaner
Albania.

tract by canceled by the authorities. To be
sure all issue of corruption should and will
be handled by the judiciary both in Albania
and for sure much more rigorous in the EU
and US according to the new and very rigorous laws covering this sector in the west.
But this has to be handled by the judiciary
and not by the politics based on arbitrary
political assessment. For general reasons of
open data and transparency in this sector
it would be very useful for publish all quarterly reports of all concessionaires which
they have to submit to the PIU anyhow in a
public online database and allow the public
to monitor progress of such public agreements. More transparency is as well needed
in the case of investment promotion. It is
recommended copying the model of Montenegro with the promotion of all strategic
projects online. http://www.montenegroinvestments.info/

10. Respect existing
agreements
between
the International Investors and the Government of Albania
Many international investments here in Albania are
based on public private
partnerships and concession models with the authorities of Albania. It is
essential to avoid arbitrary
attacks based on pure
power against serious investors having engaged
in long term concession
Adrian Shehu, President of AGREEI with Minister
projects with the public
authorities of Albania no
matter which political party holds power. 11 Doing Business Success of MaceCertainly in weak and fragile states this donia, Focus on construction permits
is common to follow the principle: Now I
run the show and now I am your problem. In this ranking it is vital to improve the
This is now the time to decide to do it the doing business performance of Albania in
European way and to simple guarantee all the coming mandate. It is relative simple
existing agreements and to accept the facts what to do and easy to compare. Please
and honor the existing agreements or cre- compare Albania ranking in this vital indiate a long witch hunt in the name of trans- cator http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/
parency basically using extortion until the exploreeconomies/albania/ With Macedodemands of the new elites are satisfied. It nia
http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/
remains to be seen which way Albania will exploreeconomies/macedonia,-fyr/
go. To be clear all cases of non compliance It is as well helpful to focus on the sector
should be handled according to the law. In- of construction permit because this is very
vestors who have not fulfilled their commit- relevant and a key source of corruption and
ments with the authorities should receive informality and wrongly allocated investnotice, be asked for remedy or their con- ment in Albania.
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12. Develop a coalition against Informality
The GoA has undertaken major reforms to
bring the Albanian economy into the formal
sector during the last years. The introduction of the flat tax, the installation of fiscal
cashiers, the reform of the VAT system, the
improvements of the procedures of the tax
authorities, the success of the new agency
for business registration and the simplification of the licensing procedures have been
very successful reforms and Albania has
been rewarded by remarkable economic
and budgetary growth figures despite the
global crisis. Albania has leapfrogged as
well on most global reform and competitiveness rankings in the last 5 years. Never
the less there is still a significant part of
the economy in the informal sector. Official
and unofficial balance sheets often vary
but to 50% and more. Tax
revenues in relation to GDP
are still far below figures in
Macedonia and the fiscal
space is larger than in the
northern Balkans.
Top up payments in envelopes additional to the
standard minimum salary are still the common
place for most private sector employees of Albanian
companies. International
investors face stiff competition from the Albania sector still common to various
forms of informality. Tax
and customs authorities
Ahmetaj
can still and sadly enough
often do exploit the margin
of informality for their own direct benefits.
And such informality results in significant
lowers tax revenues leading to the high
risk exposure GoA are currently facing and
create a negative economic environment
for international investors and local SMEs.
The consumer looses transparency and
consumer rights and the whole economy
cannot move on. The Government of Albania should be more determined to reduce
the informal sector and lead the SME sector of Albania into formality with a mix of
measures to promote formality and punish
informality accordingly. The Government
should ask all stakeholders to contribute
to a broad coalition against informality of
business in Albania. It is important that

by 2020 the informal sector in Albania has
been significantly reduced. One of the key
priorities could be that the business inspections are well regulated and not carried out
in arbitrary manner and that incentives to
participate in informal economy have significantly lowered. The playing field is far
from even and who wants to be the first to
register the full volumes when the competition is keeping margins high with tax evasion. Such informality is leading to arbitrary
decision making power of the tax inspector which again leads to a unhealthy atmosphere of mutual dependency between
tax inspector and entrepreneur. Customers often cannot use their credit card and
other forms of electronic payment and cash
is still king in SME based retail sector and
in catering, bars and parts of hotel industry. This informality leads to the common
practice to not registering seasonal workers
and partly compensating the staff with cash
in envelopes for extra works. The same is
true for suppliers and subcontractors who
themselves do not issues VAT invoices and
so the reimbursement process of VAT is still
working mainly in theory leading to the regrettable fact that VAT is in reality more a
sales tax in Albania then a tax on the value added. And for a sales tax it is quite
high. With less informality the VAT cycle
will work properly and the reimbursement
of the VAT should work smoothly and effectively. All stakeholders will benefit as will
the state with high tax revenues and higher
employment enrollment and therefore high
social security contributions. Such a coalition against informality should be concluded between all stakeholder and joint
implementation mechanism and review
benchmarks should be agreed between all
key business associations, the donor community and the GoA. This coalition should
be managed by a joint committee chaired
by the Minister of Finance and the Minister
of Economy and key business leaders and
should be very visible and focus and report
on a yearly basis to the public and develop
a yearly report to the parliament of Albania
on progress in reduction of informality in
Albania. Widespread informality is the key
reason why Albania is not reaching the second level of development. There is widespread acceptance that informality is kind
of social policy. But it is not. The every target group of poor stays in unemployment
and poverty exactly because of less growth
and employment opportunities and less in-

ternational investment into Albania due to
the informality currently present in Albania.
13. Electronic payment vital for the
digital SME agenda
A vital element of the fight against informality is how to offer and allow the consumer to pay for the products and services
provided via electronic means. Electronic
payment comprises payment with credit
cards, debit and bank cards, bank transfers, e-money or other forms of online
payment services available in the internet.
Albania has developed in this sector since
the introduction of ATMs 10 years ago but
frankly Albania is lacking behind compared
with Kosovo, Macedonia and Montenegro.
The use of electronic payment in the tourism and travel industry, petrol stations, restaurants is still limited to the up market and
higher end services and the use of credit
card payments for reservations in the hotel and travel industry is major obstacle to
promote incoming tourism, one of the vital elements of the Albanian development
and employment strategy. This is a pity as
tourism is one of the key sectors of Albania attract FDI and create employment in
the SME sector. No investor or tour operator likes to compete and to accept informality and unfair competition. No tourists
like to travel with cash in countries of the
reputation of Albania. Today you can pay
with credit card even at the smallest petrol
station in Kosovo, Montenegro and Macedonia and in Albania you still have to do
at lot of convincing if it is possible at all.
Next the backward position Albania takes in
the e-payment sector in travel and tourism
the lack of widespread electronic payment
services lead to a lack of e-commerce activity in Albania. Albania has come far in the
last 10 years in the use of the internet but
real business has not moved online. Albania is far away from online Macedonia with
a wide variety of online services available
and a significant sector of mainstream business has gone online. How to have useful
e-commerce without online payment services? The lack of such services holds Albania back and creates a backwards image of
the country which it has not deserved. The
IT sector is as well a key target sector of
the donor community and the key element
of the Digital Albania priority of the GoA.
Without decent e-payment infrastructure
accepted by the consumer and affordable

Free Trade for Balkan Benelux
there will be no e-commerce and IT cluster
of any significance developing in Albania. It
is recommend that Albania joins the global
http://betterthancash.org/ coalition and
turns itself into a leader in online and electronic payments in South Eastern Europe
by 2020.
14. Introduce the EU late payment directive in Albania
A key issue for Albanian economy at whole
it the late payment of invoicing between
public and private sector and between private sector entities. The EU has a Directive
to regulate this issue please see at http://
ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/singlemarket-goods/fighting-late-payments/index_en.htm and Albania should adopt this
urgently.
15. Property Issues
The single most important obstacle to
general economic development in Albania is the open property issue. The unclear property situation is regrettable and
overshadowing most investment decisions
and putting many projects into jeopardy.
The background is that the communist led
transition government after the fall of the
communist regime has enacted a land reform basically handing land rights into the
hand of the then land users. The original
pre-Communist area expropriation owners
have just gradually being able to reclaim
parts of their assets in the courts during the
last 20 years. Many cases are still pending
and most might never will find due settlement. Many hope for Strasbourg but given
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the history of 20 years of unregulated property development much of it on land with
unclear title leading to complex reality of
multiple possible justified claims leave the
sector in trouble for the time coming. Vested interest politics and construction combine to oppose any real improvements on
the fundamental issues and an monetary
compensation is limited by the general lack
of public resources.
To propose solution is difficult but as land
use is key for economic development improvements in this issue seem essential.
Currently there are major donor efforts

ongoing to digitalize the land agency and
similar major reforms are implemented by
the GoA to decentralize land ownership issues and hand over ownership of public
land towards the municipalities. It should
be evaluated to allow the gradual online
publication of the existing status quo of
property rights on a similar base like the
Montenegro cataster is showing the ownership on a searchable database. Please see
www.nekretnine.co.me as an example and
as well http://webgis.katastar.gov.mk/arec/
which even allows seeing the owner of land
in Macedonia via Google Earth based land
parcels online.There might be a lot unclear
but the publication online will increase
transparency for all sides. Such transparency combined with a revamp of the property tax system and its revenue fully devoted to the municipal level similar to the
Kosovo donor led drive please see at www.
tatimineprone-rks.org will establish order
fast and effectively in just a few years. An
additional program could consider subsidizing first time registration and a property
purchase transfer tax common all over Europe and with the municipalities as the beneficiary would lead to the required result.
It can be assumed that there is inherited.
Common knowledge about landownership
in the rural area and that municipal leader
do have clear overview over ownership issues in their municipality and with the right
incentives in the system municipality finance and solution of the property issues
will be mutual reinforcing.
Property tax is as well a powerful tool to
ensure optimalisation of land use in indus-
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trial, economic as well as touristic as well as
in agriculture. The lack of a permanent cost
on holding property and the basically zero
transaction costs with purchasing property
in Albania combine to a powerful incentive
to put access capital into property without
clear revenue expectations. Such a system
leads to fertile agriculture land being neglected and to overdevelopment of the sea
side and other touristic areas with apartments mostly unused for 10 months of the
year. There is no drain on cash flow and
so scarce investment capital is petrified in
stone and brick instead of being available
for more entrepreneurial undertakings.
It is recommend to develop a single agency
for the all the property situation in Albania.
A separate agency should be developed
only for the coastal protection like in Montenegro
http://www.morskodobro.com/
and it might be considered to contract actually this Morsko Dobro Montenegro which
had very good results in Montenegro with
coastal protection and similar coast line and
issues. As well it would help to develop the
coast in an integrated manner.
16. Focus Regional economic integration Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia and
Montenegro based on the Benelux
model

new partnership will bring these countries
together and so allow them to create a joint
economic dynamic and a growth agenda
missing up to now. The countries need economic growth now and have no time too
loose. Growth is necessary to create jobs,
prosperity and living conditions to keep the
people here in the region by creating the
conditions for sustainable economic growth
and ensuring the ambitious EU Integration
agenda can be realized. Albania will only
be member of the EU in foreseeable future
if it is seen as a success story. Successfully
cooperating within the region will lead first

to better economic conditions and will as
well be a contribution to convince the EU
that the region is mature and ready for the
EU. Following this reasoning the first step
should be deeper economic integration between Kosovo and Albania and so set the
pace and create the structure for Macedonia and Montenegro for follow suit. Possible role models for such cooperation might
be the Benelux, Visegrad and Northern
Council cooperation in other parts of the
EU. Please find www.benelux.int and www.
visegradgroup.eu and www.norden.org

The current global crisis with its effect on 17. Create Balkan Benelux – a region
the main economic partners of Albania, focused on growth
Greece and Italia has its effects on the
Albania business reality. One of the rem- The key to turning the Southern Balkans
edies might be stronger regional economic countries into a successful Balkan Benintegration and new export markets in the elux region are clear free market solutions
region. This is true for all 4 countries of based on Austrian Economics as outlined
the Southern Balkans. Albania, Macedonia, int his paper. Turning the poorest region
Kosovo and Montenegro will benefit from of Europe into the most competitive, open,
closer cooperation and the international and growing region of Europe as a model
community should
actively encourage
and support such
integration efforts.
The main strategic
objective is to create a market of 8 ME
with free movement
of goods, services,
capital and people.
Much faster than an
eventual EU Membership,
obviously
the ultimate goal of
all southern Balkans
The participants of the FREE TRADE NOW event
countries, such a

for Greece, the Balkans and all of Europe
might be a far call but we are convinced it
can be achieved. Western and Southern Europe are still slow to reform towards more
open and free markets and lower and best
flat taxes which would liberate the creative
and productive energy of the Europeans.
Some countries like France even go to the
opposite extreme and do about everything
wrong in terms of taxation, growth and
economic freedom and try to impose their
economic vision and rigidities via Brussels
towards all of Europe including the more
successful and dynamic growing part of Europe in the center and east of Europe. These

Working together closely as Benelux
will convince Europe that we have
reached maturity to speed up EU
accession www.agreei.org
dramatic developments must be fought and
ETR and all free market and flat tax coalition members should work closely together
to ensure progress on the freedom agenda
in Western Europe. Given the vested interest and lack of strong free market focused
leadership this might be a long and difficult struggle and this is the reason for the
proposal to develop a special focus on the
southern Balkans countries Montenegro,
Kosovo, Macedonia and Albania. Here the
freedom agenda is attractive and leaders
some by conviction, some often simple by
the lack of public finances to copy western
European welfare systems are ready to listen and implement and agenda based on
freedom and growth.
To realize this vision the AGREEI, www.
agreei.org the Action Group for Economic
and European Integration is proposing to
develop Balkan Benelux, a common market of 8 Million people based on the Ben-

elux and Visegrad models in Western and
Central Europe. Creating such a common
market now and not once all countries have
joined the EU eventually will increase volume, overcome borders and attract more
investors and the region with its flat tax
system of 10% and its great harbors of Bar,
Durres and Vlora can will serve as a excellent new European hub and cheap manufacturing bases for trade with China, India
and the rest of the world with easy access
to the Italian, German and Eastern European markets.
It is proposed to achieve this by constant
promotion of cooperation and competition
between these highly competitive countries
and promote best practices of the free market portfolio like the Georgian model of anti-corruption, immigration reform and public administration reform and LEAP model
to create special development zone based
on clean administration and judicial outsourcing. The region has achieved already
and is ready to work with free market solutions and has successful private universities
and hospitals, all have the flat tax of maximum 10%, Kosovo has a funded individual
retirement systems, Macedonia is ranked in
excellence its reforms in facilitating business and Montenegro has one of the most
transparent Kataster systems backbone of
its property boom during the last decade.
But the crisis exposes the defunct relicts
of Yugoslavian socialism and Enver Hoxha
most tragic and most brutal dictatorship in
economic thinking and administration and
so there is a wide area in which reforms are
necessary including more political openness, reduction of corruption and reform
of the labor market and more openness
towards foreign labor and immigration.
Europe has overcome borders in the last
20 years and here in the southern Balkans
there was just developed and these borders
are now major obstacles for trade and free
movement.
To quote Roland Reagan in Berlin it is now
time to tear down these borders and open
this new countries to intra and extra regional trade and to the world and maybe as
Mark Klugmann has formulated this region
of the Balkan Benelux can contribute to the
success of Europe in a significant manner if
it can develop into the Pearl River Delta of
Europe and attract investment, labor, capital and innovation in a similar model like
the same size region around Hong Kong.
It remains to be seen how much openness

Mark Klugmann, FMRS Tirana
leaders and electorates here will be ready
to accept but one thing is sure that governments and leaders here in the region
of the southern Balkans do not have the
luxury of taxing the accumulated wealth
of half a century of Germans and French
families and companies and as budgets limits are reached there is more readiness for
new and innovative solutions here than in
Western Europe. The Balkan Benelux countries are fertile ground for free market solutions and as the success of the flat tax
have shown once it works it is hard to stop
and one by one more countries will adopt it
because it simple works. Free market solutions work and so let them work here first,
and spread the news that the Southern Balkans is a good place for free market ideas
in real practice.
18. The Pearl River Model
In the south of China, around Hong Kong in
a territory of same size like the 4 countries
of Balkan Benelux there live about 80 Million people. That is 10 times the population
of the 4 Southern Balkans states. It is now
one of the richest, most developed and dynamic area of the world. Can this serve a
role model for the Balkan Benelux area?
Can we be as rich, dynamic and affluent?
Can we develop an economy and states
which can accommodate considerable more
people than today?
The southern Balkans were the area of
conflict between Ottoman, Habsburg, Ital-
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ian and Russian power
for 5 centuries and have
been mainly governed
by Ottoman authority
which have done little
to invest, develop or in
fact govern the territory
which as well for them
was a lawless rough land
for full of unruly brigands in the hinterland
and pirates at the coast,
main exports has been
soldiers and later migrant labor. Still today
this is the biggest export item and biggest
income sources. This has developed to
the deplorable fact that today the southern Balkans is the least inhabited area in
Europe outside Russia with a similar rough
history. The World Bank is speaking about
a demographic challenge meaning most of
the working age population has left and the

families are depending on remittance and
qualified labor is missing a fact deeply deplored by the foreign investor who dared
to put production units in the Western Balkans.
19. Open to immigration
Can immigration into the Southern Balkans
be the solutions for this? There is basically
no alternative, given declining birth rates
and further immigration from the Balkans
to the Western countries. First priority is
certainly to be more welcoming to returning Diaspora from Greece and Italy in the
case of Albania and from Central Europe
in the case for the other states in the region. Secondly, there needs to be a political
consensus for a new openness for immigration to be developed. The Georgian model
is the key and not the Western European
way of attracting immigrants with generous
welfare packages and obstacles to work in
the legal sector. Immigrants to the Southern Balkans should be attracted by a completely different package of easy work and
residence laws basically upon request and
no social benefits beyond insurance based
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based on the flat tax of
10% and the high tax
policy of some EU members such a policy might
have considerable effects on attracting talent
and well of individual to
buy property in Albania
and become a Albanian
tax resident.

systems into which the new arrival have
contributed. Albania and the regions has a
lot to offer in terms of freedom, security
and opportunities and this will be attractive for Asians, Arabs and Africans for doing
business inside and close to Europe in a
stable framework. Will there be resistance
in one of the most protectionist and close
systems of the world and will there be - this
land is ours - conflicts? Yes there will be but
in general if designed well immigration will
be welcome in Albania and it will create a
lot of new opportunities for all sides of this
new bargain. And all our European societies
are now much more open to immigration
then ever and this has proven a very good
process to the benefit of all sides. Albania
and the region needs this openness is well
and it will transform the region to its benefits. So one coin is openness and clean
regulation and a new approach towards the
world would be that all who want to come
to live here and can proof basic requirements of education, means to live here for
being equivalent to 20.000 Euro or a work
contract here should be allowed to come to
Albania with no restriction. This should be
express as well in the laws governing residence and property.
Albania should allow of foreigners to own
property in its name without discrimination
based on reciprocity and allow of foreigners grant all foreigners full residence rights
and work permit if they buy a apartment in
Albania. Not selling passports from 500.000
investments like the idea was floated in
Montenegro but full residence rights and
work permit attached to the owning of a
property above 50.000 Euros worth would
be the better policy. Additional Albania
should market such a policy aggressively
towards EU tax residents who would like to
relocate and get the Albanian tax system
and authority into a situation that they can
issue clear certificate of global tax residence

20. European Economic
Integration
Zones based on Austrian Law and Administration
The second is the concept of creating small
new enclaves of freedom and rule of law.
There is a lot of debate about free cities
and so on but we would like to work on the
Hong Kong model or better the Dubrovnik
model. Look at Hong Kong, based on British law and administration it could develop
into something big in just half a century,
Legal security, enforcement of contract and
clarity in ownership and openness to the
world have allowed the creation of unprecedented levels of wealth. Is this unique just
because of a rising China in the back? No,
China has in fact copied the model and allowed for small Special economic development zones close to Hong Kong, based on
similar rights, liberties and security inside
China but with all this extra rights and securities and now these places are richer then
Austria and many parts of the so called socalled developed world.
Dubrovnik is a closer model or reference. It
was a city state in the triangle of power between Venice, Istanbul and Vienna and has
developed unprecedented wealth and developed in a sea of pirates and a hinterland
of Balkan chaos exactly because it has clear
city rules, provided security from the perils of the seas and Balkan travel and trade
and had clarity of ownership and justice
based on old roman law. It was enough to
stay semi independent and rich for 5 centuries and its decline was the result of it
being integrated into something bigger after WW1. Now it is just starting to be rich
and developed again and it is an amazing
place indeed. Dubrovnik was and is symbol for past and future prosperity based on
freedom, free trade and secure right and
rule of law. And now as this is written it
just entered the European Union and it at
last now secure in its liberty and rights for

the centuries to come. This can serves as
a model for the Southern Balkans coastal
development zone like in the Albanian case
Vlora, Porto Romano close to Durres, Portof-Shëngjin close to Lehze and Velipojë
close to Shkoder. We propose to carve out
areas close to such ports or coastal and
allow them to adopt the legal system of
the EU state one by one. In this case we
propose Austrian law due the close political and economic ties but the low level of
potential conflict as there might be in case
of Greek or Italian law. British law might
be another option which was selected by
Middle Eastern rulers in similar cases. We
propose to term these areas European
Economic Integration zones based on Austrian Law and Administration. EEIZ -ALA in
short, Such a term would set these areas
on clear terms with EU objective of Albania
and allow some kind of Mini EU economic
laboratory inside Albania to test the market
and set these places on the path for faster
prosperity and for faster EU integration not
held back by Albanian standards, Albanian
justice system and Albanian administration
and Albanian regional and national politics
firmly rooted in rampant corruption with
no relieve in sight. Will the political leaders be ready to relieve some areas of their
territory from the relentless demands and
greedy pretentions? This will be the key
challenge but given the dire economic conditions and a new government with clear
EU objective and support it might be worth
trying. At least it would be neglect of duty if
we would not show options for faster development and outline such policy options to
decision makers and at least to pinpoint the
responsibility for staying on the traditional
development path continuing a pattern of
low growth and a model based on exporting of labor and living on remittance and
export of natural resources. Will this zone
be compatible with Albanian or EU or WTO
rules and regulation? Yes they will be fully
comply with WTO rules and EU rules as
there will be the same economic conditions
in terms of fiscal and trade rules like in the
rest of Albania. EEIZ ALA will be no free
trade zone or similar project often tried and
often failed because of supposed or real
incompatibility with WTO or EU rules. The
main thing will be that Austrian law will protect the investments and Austrian judges
will be in charge of all conflicts and Austrian courts will guarantee the enforcement
of contracts. Investors, - Albanian or Inter-

national - will be offered full Austrian legal
security and the advantageous of Albanian
prices and taxation and trade access to Europe and the Balkans and beyond. A further
key selling place making the EEIZ ALA very
attractive is the assumption that these areas will be government by Austrian Administration meaning the authority of administration of such areas will be tendered out
to management companies based under
Austrian jurisdiction and law which proven
capability to manage such economic development zones. The administration company will act as an intermediary authority
between the investors and the Albanian
authority and Austrian law will handle all
issues arising out of interpretation of the
foundation act of such EEIZ ALAs on the
territory of the Republic of Albania. Certainly there will be a need for a constitutional
provision to allow for such a concession of
rights up as it is Austrian law and Austria
being perceived as a impartial friend with
certainly no territorial pretensions towards
Albanian soil it should be possible to avoid
nationalist backslashes against such a
concession. The potential rewards for all
stakeholders are immense in terms of economic development, job creation and tax
revenues given the fact that Albania is just
opposite of Italy and close to Europe and
has about 30% of its cost and GDP per
capita and the potential for outsourcing is
enormous and the demand for labor based
on current pricing in a Austrian jurisdiction
and beyond the grip of corrupted Albanian
customs and tax officials is certainly big
enough to employ all who want to work and
as well a lot of the returning Diaspora and
many more new arrivals as well.The overall
combination of free trade and economic integration, a new approach of openness towards immigration and the European Economic Integration Zones based on Austria
Law and Administration could be termed
the Klugmann – Jandieri- Fehlinger plan for
economic revival of the Southern Balkans.
It combines the principle of regional competition to provide the best systems based
on free market principles and the concept
of judicial outsourcing firmly based on the
success models of Georgia and Hong Kong
and similar successful transformations like
Dubai and combines them to a concrete
model to follow for the southern Balkans
speeding up EU accession for the entry region and given a new growth impetus to
the entire region including Greece and the

inner Balkans and maybe the whole of the
European Union in medium term.
21. Reduce the fiscal risk of Albania
– ending unsustainable subsidies to
public services
Albania has a for Balkan standard a rather
high level of debts with currently 62,5 Percent of Debt to GDP. Part of the reason for
this is a major infrastructure drive of the
2005 to 2013 Berisha government. This
was necessary given the deplorable heritage of the communist time and the anarchistic transition and it has been effective
as Albania is leapfrogged forwards in this
key area. Now it is time for cost reflective
prices to pay for maintenance and earn
some revenue to finance further improvement which cannot be financed from the
budget anymore given the constitutional
limit being reached. This will be a painful
shock for policy makers now planning new
spending items under the new administration but cost reflective payment fees have
to be introduced and implemented in areas
like water, electricity, waste collection and
disposal, road usage, health, universities,
traffic fines and car registration and insurance and property taxes etc. The time of
free or heavily subsidized services is over
for Albanians and this is good. Free services provision discourages the production of
such public services. It discourages investment and destroys the very fundament of
a European Albania which has got such a
tremendous approval during the 2013 elections. This will be a central issue of structural reforms for the coming mandate. For
immediate concern is the issue of the open
governmental obligations resulting from
mainly road construction contract and similar public works, obligations in the energy
sector mainly from the electricity imports
due to the drought of 2011 and the CEZ
debacle, uncovered VAT reimbursements
claims by mainly foreign investors and local producers and property compensation
claims and unfunded pension claims. The
amounts cannot even been fully estimated
and remain to be evaluated. The first priority must be to stop accumulating further unfunded liabilities. This means an immediate
stop to further road construction beyond
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the externally financed and the immediate
introduction of tolling for the usage of road
urgently. The second is to freeze public sector wages, pensions and public sector employment must be reduced. There should
be a review which can be done by the state
and which is less useful or covered by the
private sector and so example like Albanian
state TV should be simple closed down, a
worse example of wasteful public spending
cannot be found outside Greece and Albania and Albania has about 20 private and
partly quite good TV stations. The 3rd priority is to increase electricity price by about
10 percent each year for 3 years, and then
allow for moderate price increases according regulatory requirements.
22. Start full scale privatization
The next priority is to privatize further assets
both in terms of industrial assets and property still in state position. Property is difficult
given the market position but there will be a
market for most urban land. The government
should start with some high profile government residence like in Dhermi and in Tirana
because this is very wasteful heritage from
communist time, basically Mr. Hoxha copying Mr. Tito in this and much cheaper to pay
the PM a state holiday and to upkeep such
useless and expensive facilities which can
certainly fetch a nice price from the developers. What has historic value and meaning
like the Enver Hoxha villa in the Blok should
be transferred to a public museum and so
generate some revenue at least. But there is
still extensive land in public hands and this
should be sold or exchange in compensation
with former land owners and so smelt down
this liability by time. The 2 other state assets
of significance are the KESH, the state electricity giant producing 95 of the energy of
Albania and Albpetrol the state petrol company holding the concessionary and regulatory rights for Albania s not to be neglected
petrol extraction industry which was up for a
troublesome privatization process for some
year. Concerning the Albanian post it is as
well recommended to privatize the Albanian
post on the same model like the Austrian Post
which is on Vienna Stock Market since 2005
and is very successful. http://www.post.at/
This would help the digital payment agenda
and it should be ensured that all pensions in
Albania have to be paid online or via mobile
or other non cash payment forms.
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It is recommended to ensure that all state
or state entity procurement which are now
simple transferred to the Albanian post are
tendered out on market basis via the state
procurement agency and so ending the delivery of the electricity bills and water bills
and tax and other state related information
and payments services simple done by the
Post on a non competitive basis.
23. Use debt to equity swap to resolve
outstanding debt issue in private sector
The ultimate best result for both this entities will be to be fully owned by competent
private shareholder via a IPO and so reduce
government interference to the ultimate
regulatory role. Given the fact that Albania
has no stock market and the negative reputation of Albania in the financial markets
it can be assumed that lunching it on the
internal market and so kicking of the stock
market might be considered risky by local
and international decision makers here, as
well the option to launch an partly IPO of
49Percent via the Toronto, Vienna or Istanbul or Milan markets might be the best option but will there be interest and how long
will that take.
For the short term another heavy governmental intervention might be considered.
A debt to equity swap meaning a enforced
compensation of creditors in equity of state
utilities at a attractive pricing for both sides.
The idea is to forcefully and on obligatory
basis to hand over equity of KESH and Albpetrol to compensate people and business
for their outstanding liabilities to the public
hand.
This would be a drain on liquidity for companies but it can be assumed that most
Albanian have calculated high margin to
keep liquidity and most international had
to make provisions for unpaid debt in their
balance sheets already and such equity in
Kesh and Albpetrol depending on the evaluation of each will have real value and a
market might develop in a kind of over the
counter trade which Albania has already
on informal basis shares of HPP projects
and other shareholdings are trade on day
to day level mainly by lawyers and financial consultants. Given the current approx
assumptions Albpetrol had a realistic value
of 300 ME and KESH might be worth more
than 1,5 BE depending on valuation of risks
attached to the dams. Both companies

have hidden risks in environment issues so
no foreign investor will take this but with
gradually including private capital better
auditing and management ultimate control
would be certainly making them fit for full
private ownership once this is on agenda.
In the meantime certainly the current estimate of 300 ME open liabilities could be
covered by such possible debt equity swap
to cover for electricity and VAT and other
open bills and as well offer CEZ Group in
kind compensation in case the arbitration
works for them.
24. Towards an Austrian ASFING
model for road management
This form could be extended as well to road
construction. An estimate says it is 200 ME.
In this sector the National Agency of Roads
should be transformed into a public company on the Asfinag model and instead of
100 percent the state could refrain itself to
51 and distribute 49 percent in compensation to the construction industry for the
open bills. This would have the additional
positive effect that the owners of the construction companies would be shareholder
and based on their interest maybe watch
themselves on competitive basis to reduce
endemic corruption meaning reducing the
volumes of input and bribing towards approval and so leading the public always to
less roads and lower quality road then the
pay for. Such a swap would have a positive
effect on this and as Such a new company
will be charged with tolling and maintenance this might be the right model to follow. The last issue is to stop accumulating
pension liabilities and reform the social welfare system once and for good.
25. Support the poor and not all consumers
Albania is currently based on the illusion
that all people are poor and so should
be saved from high prices and protected
against market tyranny and receive support
from the government. Sure a lot of people
are poor but for sure they will stay there if
the rich and indeed the middle class mean-

ing the salary receive employed do not pay
for the service they receive and consume
the market and cost reflective price. A society needs to determine clearly who is poor
and how to support him from general funds
and how to encourage him and her to get
out of this dependency and earn a living of
him and herself on its own again. Part of
that is making all social support measures
means tested and have clear view of the income and wealth situation of the potential
beneficiary of welfare. Montenegro is e.g.
offering full care for the elderly in decent
European standards but all who enter this
have to subscribe all their property towards
to municipalities. Germany is checking all
wealth, meaning property and pensions before you can throw yourself into the social
safety net. People have to sell their house
and pension accumulated first. In Albania
everybody receives subsided electricity via
the 300 kv block exception. In Albania nobody has heard of mean testing and mainly
it is a test how close you are with the mayor
and his party to qualify for subsidies and be
sure you have to buy in the mayor’s shop or
use the mayor controlled bus to spend you
benefits or you lose it. In Albania all pay
too little for water supply and waste water treatment and waste collection and disposal and so there is almost none of these
services on acceptable services and quality
level. The rule must be to ensure all pay
full price and just the poorest receive benefits no general subsidies via the service or
product price.
26. End corruption and low service
level in public hospitals
The way forward is to put health care fully
in private hands. Quality health care today
is available already with Greek, Turkish and
American and Italian hospitals and in the
public hospital health care in specific Albanian way privatized in the hands of the
state employees both doctors and nurses
asking for direct cash payment for anything starting from information about the
patients health to any form of basic needs
like clean sheets and decent nutrition. It is
deplorable and should be stopped. The only
way is to hand this institution over either to
the private sector or to public foundations
with a public benefit status but based on
market principles. And the social cohesion
and support to the poor in access to health
care should be via health care vouchers

from the municipal offices and via a public
welfare obligation for each such a health
care institution.
27. For a European Albania based on
competition policy!

dards with wide and major benefits for
the Albania economy and population is the
insurance sector. There seems to be wide
spread and deep rooted issues of compliance and abuse especially in the field of
motor insurance. It is time for a new insurance law and better regulation and supervision and consumer protection.
A second sector of special concern in Albania is the Albanian pharmaceutical market
which is estimated to be worth around 105
million Euros, out of which 25 millions are
provided from the Health Insurance Institute, 60 million belongs to the open market
and 20 million are realized through annual
tenders organized by the Ministry of Health

Why is competition policy important for
consumers? Competition policy is about applying rules to make sure businesses and
companies compete fairly with each other.
This encourages enterprise and efficiency,
creates a wider choice for consumers and
helps reduce prices and improve quality.
Low prices for all: the simplest way for a
company to gain a high market share is
to offer a better price.
In a competitive market,
prices are pushed down.
Not only is this good for
consumers - when more
people can afford to buy
products, it encourages
businesses to produce
and boosts the economy
in general. Better quality:
Competition also encourages businesses to improve the quality of goods
and services they sell – to
attract more customers
and expand market share.
Quality can mean various things: products that
The Co-Host of the Conference 19th of September
last longer or work better,
better after-sales or technical support or for the regional and tertiary care services.
friendlier and better service. More choice: There seems to be widespread informalIn a competitive market, businesses will try ity and serious quality and compliance and
to make their products different from the consumer protection issues.
rest. This results in greater choice – so con- Seem to be the need for some paper on
sumers can select the product that offers the free market based approach to health
the right balance between price and quality. care provision and European standards in
Innovation: To deliver this choice, and pro- the pharmaceutical industry.
duce better products, businesses need to
be innovative – in their product concepts, design, production techniques,
services etc. Better competitors in
global markets: Competition within
the EU helps make European companies stronger outside the EU too – and
able to hold their own against global
competitors.
http://ec.europa.eu/
competition/consumers/why_en.html
This principle should be applied with
energy on all sectors. One to focus
which needs immediate policy attention and could benefit from more Besart Kadiu from EUT with Montenegro
delegation Mrs. Boskovic
openness, compliance and EU stan-
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Free Market Refroms key to fight corruption Learn from Georgia

Gia Jandieri, Geogian Leader of Free Market Reforms in Tiblisi 22 of May 2013 ; http://en.wikipedia.or
Georgia’s gains in the fight against corruption in the public sector ‘destroys the myth
that corruption is part of the Georgian culture,’ says a new book by the World Bank
about how the former Soviet country has
reformed.
The international financial institution says
that Georgia’s progress in building a legal
framework and enforcement system can
and should be replicated by other countries
in transition. The organization lays out how
to do that, it says, in its publication, “Fight-

ing Corruption in Public Services: Chronicling
Georgia’s Reforms,” launched Tuesday.
“Corruption is sometimes seen as endemic,
a product of traditional local culture, and, as
such, inevitable,” said Philippe Le Houérou,
World Bank Vice President for Europe and
Central Asia Region at the release.
“Georgia’s experience shows that the vicious
cycle of endemic corruption can be broken
and, with appropriate and decisive reforms,
can be turned into a virtuous cycle.”

Gia Jandieri, Geogian Leader of Free Market Reforms in Tirana 21 of May
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The book examines the reasons for the Caucasian country’s success since the 2003 nonviolent Rose Revolution toppled President
Eduard Shevardnadze, a former communist
leader whose tenure was marked by allegations of corruption, nepotism, and electoral
fraud. Less than ten years later, says the
World Bank, the country has become a paragon of transparency.
Authors settled on ten factors that contributed to the country’s success, including limits
on the role of the state, strong political will,
unconventional methods, close coordination
between and strategic communications.
Analysts devised case studies based on public services including police patrols, tax administration, customs services, power supply, business regulations, civil and public
registries, university entrance exams, and
municipal services. The studies are based
on interviews with current and former government officials. Authors also looked at accountability measures in place between the
government, public service providers, and
citizens.
Proof of Georgia’s success at decreasing corruption and attracting foreign investment is

World Bank: Georgia Is Anti-Corruption Success Story

rg/wiki/New_Economic_School_-_Georgia ; http://giajandieri.blogspot.com/ ; http://www.nesgeorgia.org/
reflected in its meteoric rise in international
comparative studies. The World Bank’s 2012
Doing Business rankings placed Georgia at
the 16th easiest place for a company to do
business, up from 112 in 2005. In 2005,
Georgia ranked 130 out of 158 on Transparency International’s Corruption Perception
Index, but 64 in the 2011 analysis. Other
than the Baltic countries which have EU
membership, no other former Soviet country
ranked above 110.

Georgia and Albania have the joint legacy of
terrible communist crimes never to be forgotten but progress on transparency is possible

Of course, while the current system is a
success the bank acknowledges that still remains to be done..
reportingproject.net

Gia Jandieri, Geogian Leader of Free Market Reforms in Prishtina
19 of May 2013
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2nd part of the Open Letter on new approach towards
immigration.

Openenss creates prospoerity
Sure that is wrong and the present
misery is a result of it. I hear this even
from ministers in the region. We have
so much unemployed and we just give
less work permits and so we are managing the labor market. Great strategy..,
yes towards economic stagnation and
decline. Just look around.
According to latest RCC
result the Western Balkans has lost a million
jobs since 2008. So more
of it is the solutions? For
sure not. We need more
openness and a growth
model based on China
and South East Asia.
We need more openness
and less protectionism.
More transparency and
accountability as well and
a new approach towards foreigners no
matter if Albanian or Serbian or Chinese or Pakistani. First make it easy
and simple to have a one year work
and residence permit for anybody in the
world who wants to come to live here
from all Visa free travel regime countries. Do not sell passports to investors
but give easy tax and work residence to
anybody who wants from the Visa free
travel regime partner countries and as
well from all neighboring countries. And
then extend the list of Visafree travel
step by step and so start being open to
the world. Yes all countries are open to
rich Billionaires but do not worry they
do not choice the southern Balkans for
more than a weekend. What is about
granting any EU pensioner the auto-
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matic right of residence in your countries? Will this flood your nations with
Germans blocking your great hospitals?
No but the few who might take up this
offer might buy a house for retirement
and bring some friends as tourists and
talk good about your countries. In most
of the Gulf countries you get residence
if you buy property and here you get the
offer to be deported if you have no employment contract. Is this serious? For
me the key reason is that both leaders
and population here are a bit surprised
that anybody in his good minds choices to life here because most dream of
leaving themselves somehwere else
and so there are no reasonable efforts to attract foreigners. Give it a try.
The same surprise is the reason why
all southern Balkan countries are to-

tally overwhelmed by the recent waves
of immigration via and sometimes towards the region used to lose people
but not to receive people from immigration. The world has changed, wake up
to the new reality. Even Kosovo now is
a good place to live if you come from
war torn Syria. Kosovo is in peace,
there is security, an decent life is certainly possible. Incomes are low but so
are living costs and there is a lot to be
done and achieved with some support
in a good legal framework and based
on good education and skills. Actually
there are hundred thousands of Syrian
middle class families with such a skill
and education set now floating around
in Turkey and the region. There are a
lot of calls for solidarity with Turkey and

America and the Syrians from regional leaders and this is courageous and
just cause to support. it is one thing to
call for America intervention, good and
courageuos thing to do. But where is
your generous offer to the Syrian middle class now living in make shift tents
and camps along the border to welcome them here in Albania, Kosovo,
Macedonia and Montenegro and provide them with working and residence
papers and a start up package to settle
here. There might be a lot of goodwill
for such policy and as well financial
support from Turkey and America and
Europe and why not accept a hundred
thousand for a start? I forgot you have
your labor market to manage and you
were treated badly as well in Frankfurt
and Paris and etc. What kind of solidarity is this? Is there not
enough space in Northern Montenegro, eastern Macedonia, Northern Kosovo or Northern
Albania etc. I am confident most of the middle
class lawyers and doctors now on the run
from Assads bombs
and gas would be quite
successful settled and
integrated in the region
and contribute very well to the skills
set of the economy. But be careful with
your sacred ethnic and religious and
party political parities as they might be
disturbing the control of the electorate
and so better manage the decline than
such scenarios of prosperity. This is our
land and here we live the Albanians,
Macedonians, Montenegrinians and
Kosovarians and so on. Please you are
welcome as tourist, a CEO of a bank
and as well as adviser but please invest
your money but please go back at the
end of your term and send as another
one because we like to stay amoung
ourselves. And here it is the biggest
misunderstanding and misconception.
What does it mean a European Albania, Kosovo and European Montenegro

and Macedonia? It is worth to look at
Austria which is a rather new member
states since 20 year and was a very
much closed country during the cold
war. Globalization and EU accession
and opening of Eastern Europe has
totally changed Austria and yes a lot
of people vote for populist groups not
because the change was dramatic and
fast. In many ways the European cities
are now as multicultural melting pots
as the American always were and it his
good. And even if you do not prefer this
it is the clear trend of Americanization
of Europe and if you choice to join will
you have a opt out on freedom of labor and people of will you lobby hard
to get your people access to the European labor markets as fast as pos-

sible? I am sure yes and this will be
reciprocal and will be an European Tirana Skopje, Podgorica and in fact a bit
like Pristina is already due to UNMIK.

And this is excellent and we all want
this and so why not to be a bit more
open already now? Remember openness brings prosperity and if you want
jobs, growth prosperity for your people
create such an open atmosphere and
economy and you will be surprised what
can be possible in just 5 to 10 years.
We call on you for a new approach
towards the world and more openness as the key to prosperity.

Ready receive immigrants from Syria
or just exporting another generation?
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Open Letter to the Prime Minister of Albania,
Macedonia, Kosovo and Montenegro
Dear Mr. Prime Minister Rama,
Dear Mr. Prime Minister Gruevski,
Dear Mr. Prime Minister Djukanovic,
Dear Mr. Prime Minister Thaci

Openness creates prosperity!
Open and free markets create jobs, growth and prosperity!
Openness creates prosperity. More political and economic openness in the Southern Balkans is a prerequisite for
further economic development. Faster growth rates are possible and necessary and one key factor is more labor
mobility, working labor markets, a new deal towards your Diaspora and a totally new approach towards immigration
both inward and outward and as well a new approach towards mobility in the region and as well towards expatriates
interested in establishing permanent residence in one of your countries. We call as well on your leadership to offer
to contribute to solve the Syrian refugee crisis and show your solidarity with the Syrians and Turkey to offer to support significant numbers of Syrian refugees and settle them here in Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia and Montenegro.
We call on your leadership to be more open towards immigration. Your countries will benefit and it is the right thing.
Since a century the southern Balkans is mainly exporting labor and still today labor export, meaning people leaving
and sending remittances is the main factor in the balance of payment of the region. The resulting ever smaller consumer markets and the lack
of skilled labor is one of the
key obstacles to fast track development , quite possible in
other parts of the world. The
dominating economic thinking
of protectionism and the dominant political denominator of
ethnic mistrust is resulting in
many obstacles towards labor mobility in the region constituting a key development
challenge. In such an atmosphere of protectionist fear is
is just logical that your countries make it very difficult even
for EU citizens to receive full
working and residence papers
and in many cases impossible
for people just from the region to receive such papers or
passport despite of decades of
residences. Not to talk about
non-Europeans who would
like to live, work and reside
here. Albania and Kosovo are
a bit more open but based on
informality. Yes you can stay
but without papers and we do
not care as long as nobody
complains. Montenegro and
Macedonia are more restricThe Southern Balkans needs more economic
tive - even for EU citizens it
is a very difficult endeavor to
openness and a new approach to immigration
get residence papers in both
of them. This is wrong and
economically wasteful and does anybody think Europe will open up its labor markets based on reciprocity? Yes Europe is wrong with its immigration and labor markets closures but is this justification to close your labor markets as
well? Openness creates prosperity and why not allow people, who want to live here, stay legally? Will they burden
the social welfare system of Albania? Is not everybody from the EU who comes to live here an asset to be welcomed
and yes if he breaks the law send him back but why make life so difficult for law abiding citizens who just like to live
here because they choose to like it? Your countries are great but the administration of foreigners is a nightmare out
of Ex Yugoslavia and similar times. The reason for this is of course the socialist idea of a labor market with just so
many work places and more people so less work for everybody so let us close the market and our people will have
jobs.This is wrong, bad and needs to be stopped and replaced by a new approach of opennes and integration .
The open letter is contuinued on page 18

Best regards and allow us to express our sincere belief that the Balkan Benelux based on opennes
will allow the region to prosper and surprise the world again.
Gunther Fehlinger, Chairman European for Tax Reform
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